
Allensbank Primary School 

Home Activity Grid – Year 3 Week 2 

Name …………………………………………………………………… 

This Home Activity Grid is designed to be used by parents and pupils in the event of a school closure. Tasks and activities do not need to be completed in the order that they are written. Once a 

task is completed write the date that it was completed underneath the task. Please return this task sheet to your child’s class teacher on their return to school. 

Spelling List 

 

 Languages, Literacy and Communication- 

Reading 
 

Characters 

Choose a book to share each day of this week. 

Talk about the characters, what kind of 

character are they? How do you know this? Why 

are they carrying out the actions that they are? 

Which is your favourite and least favourite 

character? Why?   

Mathematics and Numeracy 

Time Tables 
 

Make 4 and 8 times table flash cards with the 

multiplications and divisions on each one. Carry 

out ‘Quiz Quiz trade / sticky high 5’ with your 

family members  

 

Health and Wellbeing 

 
Follow a Joe Wicks video each day. Can you 

create your own Joe Wicks workout? Teach 

it to your whole family and get them to join 

in with you.  
 
 
 

 

 Languages, Literacy and Communication- 

Writing  
 

You’re on an adventure in the rainforest, what 

do you see? What can you smell? What can you 

feel? What do you taste? What do you hear? 

Write a story about all the adventures you get 

up to and the creatures you meet along the way.  

Mathematics and Numeracy 

Money 
 

Get some toys in your house and give them 

prices under £3 each. Choose two items than 

you are going to buy, how much do they cost in 

total? IF you gave the cashier £10, how much 

would you get in change? Use counting on frog 

jump method. 

 

Expressive arts 
 

Find items in your home or garden that can 

make different sounds by shaking / 

hitting/ banging them. Create a little 

orchestra of sounds and create a piece of 

music that makes you happy. Think- why did 

you choose the sounds that you did?  

 

 Welsh 

 

Practice the Welsh songs that we learn 

in class. Teach them to your family 

members too  

 

 

Science and Technology 

 

On Scratch https://scratch.mit.edu/ 

create a project and explore all the 

coding options you have. Use the 

tutorials to help you learn  

Humanities 
 

History of the rainforest. What did the 

rainforest used to look like years ago?  

Research to find out. What creatures used to 

live in the rainforest that don’t now? Create a 

time line showing the events that have happened 

in  rainforests to show how it has changed over 

time.  

 

 

 

Thank you for completing the School Closure Home Learning Task Sheet – You support is very much appreciated. Please return this sheet to your child’s class teacher on return to school. Diolch 

yn fawr. 

 

taller 

nicer 

smarter 

sweeter 

bigger 

closer 

hotter 

colder 

Revise:  

 

sleep 

thing 

window 

Put all of 

the words 

into a 

paragraph 

creating a 

mini story 

https://scratch.mit.edu/

